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Concept: Professional LED track projector with variable light beam opening.
Materials: Die-cast aluminum body in Plaster White or Deep Black finish with back 
radial grid for heat dissipation.
Optic: Hybrid optical system composed of a specular anodised aluminum 
reflector, optical glass lens, lens holder in black PPS, Lens Vector lens (liquid 
crystal glass lenses that are electronically controlled to regulate the light diffusion 
and the beam opening from SP to WFL) and PMMA holographic screen.
Source: High efficiency LED Chip on Board.
Mounting: EUROSTANDARD PLUS Track, sold seperately. The fixture can be 
vertically adjusted from 0º to 90º and horizontally up to 355º with secure locking.
Installation: Available with mechanical and optical accessories that can be 
installed with a support ring. ABS plate with an adapter for installation on an 
electrified track.
Finish: Plaster White / Deep Black
Driver: Integrated with wireless CASAMBI control.
Wattage: 29W
Color Temperature: 2700ºK / 3000ºK / 3500ºK / 4000ºK
CRI: +90Ra

Lumen Maintenance (L70): 50,000hrs
Calculation for LED fixtures are based on 
measurements that comply with with IES LM-80.
Voltage: 120V AC 50/60Hz
IP Rating: IP20 (Housing IP), IP40 (Optic IP)

Certifications: cULus Listed
Tested in accordance with LM-79-08
Energy efficient for California installations.
Warranty: 5 year limited warranty

PRODUCT CODE DRIVER FINISH OPTICS WATTAGE COLOR TEMP + TRACK

ZEO — ZENO Medium CA — CASAMBI PW — Plaster White DBS — DBS L1 — 29W 27 — 2700K To be 
completed with 
EUROSTANDARD 
PLUS Track

DB — Deep Black 30 — 3000K

35 — 3500K

40 — 4000K

IP20IP40

 5.28”

8.
58

”
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5.75”

Side / Adjustable Back

Delivered Lumens: 3000ºK 4000ºK
Spot 16º = 1244Lm 1285Lm

Flood 25º = 1202Lm 1242Lm

Medium Wide Flood 34º = 1168Lm 1207Lm

Wide Flood 42º = 1108Lm 1145Lm
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ZENO MEDIUM DBS 
Professional Track Projector



OPTICAL ACCESSORIES:

Maximum of one optical accessories per fixture

1T6059
White painted aluminium holder ring for the accessories. Required 
with the use of all accessories.

1T6060
Blade light filter. PMMA holographic filter for a blade of light effect. To 
be completed with dedicated holder ring.

1T6061
Black lacquered aluminium honeycomb structure. To be completed 
with dedicated holder ring.

1T6064
Adjustable barn doors flaps made of steel painted black. To be 
completed with dedicated holder ring.

1T6063
Asymmetric cut-off made of steel painted black. To be completed 
with dedicated holder ring.

1T6062
Cut-off made of steel painted black.To be completed with dedicated 
holder ring.

1T6059

1T6064

1T6060

1T6063

1T6061

1T6062
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Photometry

SPOT

FLOOD

MEDIUM WIDE FLOOD

WIDE FLOOD
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The Lens Vector technology uses flat lenses equipped with liquid crystal molecules whose 
orientation is controlled by an electric field capable of activating a process of light diffusion up to 
a maximum of 50°.
 

It is controlled using an IoT system using a CASAMBI application available for IOS and Android.
With the App it is possible to dim the source, set the desired beam opening, create dynamic 
scenes and soon also changing the colour temperature in Tunable light versions.

HOW IT WORKS

HOW IT'S CONTROLLED

OPTICAL SYSTEM

DBS powered by LensVector.

Targetti, with a wealth of successful experience in developing optical systems and meeting the different needs of the market in terms of design flexibility, is 
presenting an exclusive preview of the first light fixtures fitted with innovative Dynamic Beam Shaper (DBS) technology. These are projectors with variable optics 
that can vary the beam opening using digital input without using any mechanical system.

The combination of the expertise of Targetti and the exclusive technology from the American company Lens Vector, brought about the development of fixtures 
fitted with an optical system that can dynamically vary the beam opening angle passing in a gradual manner from a more concentrated SPOT (around 10°) type 
emission to a wider WIDE FLOOD (around 50°), flowing fluidly through all the all points in between. This technology based on the use of liquid crystal lenses 
makes it possible to vary the beam without using any mechanical or mobile parts but by using an IoT control system.
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Thanks to the intuitive simplicity of the app anyone can create and manage a lighting network singlehandedly by 
controlling every fixture individually or in groups depending on the needs and the functions required., using a smart 
phone or any other mobile device. 

LMS by Targetti makes it possible to control all fixtures in the collection using components that are integrated into the 
product or external accessories. Added value comes from the wide range of custom and standard devices supplied 
that have been developed to respond to even the most particular design needs in a flexible way.

These simple icons will help you to identify fixtures in the collection that are already fitted with CASAMBI components 
and those to accessorise with a special control unit. You can find all the technical specifications and accessories in 
the “control systems” section of the catalogue.

HOW IT WORKS

CONTROL SYSTEM

Controlling light has never been easier.

Targetti has added a new home automation lighting control system to its collection that is the result of the 
combination between components made by Casambi, a leading company in wireless solutions for lighting control, 
and Targetti light fixtures. The result is the LMS home automation lighting control system to manage lights using 
Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) technology by CASAMBI. 

Flexible and easy to use, suitable for managing all types of simple to more complex systems, LMS is a future-oriented 
system that can be constantly updated because it can be used with a simple application that can be downloaded 
onto a mobile device to manage the entire system in wireless mode. Developed by CASAMBI for iOS and Android, 
LMS ensures system operational readiness.

CASAMBI
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